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current version of the “short bio”

jim leftwich is a poet and networker who lives in Roanoke, Va. he is the author of Dirt  (Luna
Bisonte 1995, edited by John M. Bennett), Doubt (Potes & Poets 2000 and Blue Lion 2009, both
edited by Peter Ganick), Spirit Writing (Asemic Series 1998, edited by Tim Gaze), The
Textasifsuch (writings from The Institute for Study and Application, in Kohoutenberg, including
Ruhe Lucentezza, Retorico Unentesi, Augen Konne, Feito Zahlt, and others, Blue Lion 2005),
Death Text (Books 1-6 cPress 2005, edited by Jukka-Pekka Kervinen, Books 7- 9 Vugg Books
2007, edited by Jim Leftwich & Jukka-Pekka Kervinen), Six Months Aint No Sentence (Books 1 -
149, ongoing since 2011) (Books 1 - 6, White Sky Books, 2011/12, Books 7 - 30 White Sky
ebooks 2012, both edited by Peter Ganick & Jukka-Pekka Kervinen), Books 1 -149 Differx
Hosting@Box 2016, edited by Marco Giovenale), Found Incoherents Trash: visual poems,
collages, experiments, interventions, modifications: 2001 to 2010 (TLPress 2016), and many
other titles. collaborative works include Sound Dirt, with John M. Bennett (Luna Bisonte 2006),
Book of Numbers, with Marton Koppany (Luna Bisonte 2011), Stories & Puzzles, with Bill
Beamer (TLPress 2015), How To Dust A Bunny, with Jukka-Pekka Kervinen (cPress 2006),
Fictions Deleted, with Steve Dalachinsky (Vugg Books 2007), iTopia, with Scott MacLeod (Vugg
Books 2007), THR3E, with Andrew Topel (White Sky Books 2010), and Acts, with John Crouse
(#s 1 - 8300, ongoing since 2002) (Volumes 1 & 2, Blue Lion Books 2007). he collaborated with
John M. Bennett on BANGING THE STONE (2009, Luna Bisonte), a cd of noisic sound poetry,
and in 2008 Jukka-Pekka Kervinen released Fare Ogs, a series of electronically destabilized
frog songs, on his oretouKh netlabel. he has been involved in small press publishing since 1994
(editing and publishing Juxta, the early email zine Juxta/Electronic, Xtant, xtantbooks, antboo,
Vugg Books, and the blogzine Textimagepoem -- with, as co-editors and/or contributing editors:
Ken Harris, Thomas Lowe Taylor, Chris Daniels, Michael Peters, Scott MacLeod, Andrew Topel,
Tim Gaze and Jukka-Pekka Kervinen.) since 2010 he has been editor and publisher of the
micropress, TLPress, specializing in tacky little pamphlets, broadsides, pdf ebooks, and related
ephemera. since 2008 he has been involved in organizing and/or documenting mail art, fluxus,
sound poetry, visual poetry and noise events in Roanoke.
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Volodymyr Bilyk: Have you ever had an extraordinary writing session? Simply chaotic or in a
challenging state of mind or on subversive circumstances? Was it really all that different from
usual sessions?

Matt Margo:  I would say that my most extraordinary or unusual writing sessions occurred while I
was working on my book-length poem When Empurpled: An Elegy, which was published by
Pteron Press in 2013. Although my opinion may change in the future, I currently view that
particular work as my greatest contribution to the world, my best achievement in life. I am not
sure if I will ever write a better poem than that poem. And I did indeed write it in a challenging
state of mind, under subversive circumstances. To provide a bit of background, the poem begins
as a post-flarf mash-up of scavenged YouTube comments translated multiple times from Arabic
to English via Google Translate, but it progressively develops into a more conceptualist work
that relies on stream-of-consciousness writing more so than found language while also
attempting to reflect and/or reinterpret a myriad of influences, including but not limited to (in no
particular order): André Breton’s concept of “pure psychic automatism”; Jim Leftwich’s concept
of “purely textual asemia”; Nigel Tomm’s concept of “fractal literature”; Zaum; Fluxus; literary
maximalism; James Joyce; Gertrude Stein; Hart Crane; R.A. Washington’s book-length poem



The System of Mister’s Hell; Lucky’s soliloquy from Waiting for Godot; various religious texts
and ancient scriptures; et al. The content/style of the poem is truly chaotic and reflects the
chaotic process of writing it. Fueled mostly by manic episodes of depression-induced insomnia
and occasionally by illicit substances, I would write for hours upon hours late into the night,
always accompanied by a soundtrack of avant-garde jazz musicians such as Sun Ra and Albert
Ayler or avant-garde rappers such as Lil B and Riff Raff. My mind was focused on one million
different things and, simultaneously, one singular thing, that singular thing being the poem itself.
Those writing sessions were definitely unusual, and they definitely felt extraordinary to me.

Published: January 27, 2016 in ZOUCH
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William Burroughs -- The new way of thinking has nothing to do with logical thought. It is no
oceanic organismal subconscious body thinking. It is precisely delineated by what is not. Not
knowing what is and is not[,] knowing we know not. Like a moving film the flow of thought seems
to be continuous while actually the thoughts flow stop change and flow again. At the point where
one flow stops there is a split second hiatus [a cut]. The new way of thinking grows in this hiatus
between thoughts. (The Job)
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The Albatross
Charles Baudelaire
transmuted by Retorico Unentesi

In many the ship will slip on the love of the cracked.
Just not presented on the stage,
In other words, blue awkward and embarrassing thinking,
Pitifully, letters at big white wings for fun, stew or
bake the Albatross, a huge seabird,
Wheat, according to them and flying clairaudient the handclaps!
The Poet is like the rinse of clouds.
It is the slights of the storm, we and so on all hanging next to them.
Travelers of this wing, as shown on the left and spine!
And it was so beautiful, it was fun and nasty!
Short pipe and irritating beak,
Another imitation,
The explosion on the ground in the middle of the blooming,
It will prevent him from waking his huge wings.

L'Albatros
-- Charles Baudelaire

Souvent, pour s'amuser, les hommes d'équipage
Prennent des albatros, vastes oiseaux des mers,
Qui suivent, indolents compagnons de voyage,
Le navire glissant sur les gouffres amers.

À peine les ont-ils déposés sur les planches,
Que ces rois de l'azur, maladroits et honteux,
Laissent piteusement leurs grandes ailes blanches
Comme des avirons traîner à côté d'eux.

Ce voyageur ailé, comme il est gauche et veule!
Lui, naguère si beau, qu'il est comique et laid!
L'un agace son bec avec un brûle-gueule,
L'autre mime, en boitant, l'infirme qui volait!



Le Poète est semblable au prince des nuées
Qui hante la tempête et se rit de l'archer;
Exilé sur le sol au milieu des huées,
Ses ailes de géant l'empêchent de marcher.
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